CHILE-CALIFORNIA SEMINAR*

Strengthening the local brewery industry
Exchange of experiences and opportunities for collaboration

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS. From science to innovation: Capabilities from California to enhance a growing industry

GLEN FOX, PhD.
Anheuser-Busch Endowed Professor of Malting and Brewing Sciences Food Science and Technology, UC Davis

CHARLES BAMFORTH, PhD.
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, UC Davis. Senior quality consultant to the brewing industry.

PANEL. The challenges of scaling up and innovating: Chile-California exchange of experiences and opportunities for collaboration

TOM STULL
Head Brewer Sudwerk Brewing Co. Master Brewer Program Class 2009, UC Davis.

CLAUDIO GONZALEZ
Founder and CEO at Beervana and Alameda Beer Co.

IGNACIO DANERI
Head brewer and founder of Intrinsical beer. Diploma in Advanced brewing technology, WBA

FRANCISCO TORRES
General Manager cervecería Austral.

Moderates:

XIMENA BRAVO
General Manager of the Beer Producers’ Association (ACECHI)

* Simultaneous translation English-Spanish will be available

July 28th 2021
8:30 -10 am (PST)
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